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ON THE PROBLEM OF PRESERVING 
THE CLASS OF CONTINUOUS REAL 

FUNCTIONS 

LADISLAV MlSIK Jr. 

Let (X, 3~) be a topological space, where X is a set and 3~ is a system of open 
sets. Let C(X, 3~) or shortly C(3~) be the set of all continuous real functions on 
(X, 3~), B(X, 3~) or shortly B(3~) be the set of all bounded continuous real 
functions on (X, 3~). Let C(X), resp. B(X), be the set of all real, resp. of all 
bounded real functions on the set X and D(3~) = C(X) - C(3~). For A c=X let us 
denote by cl^A the closure of A with respect to the topology 3~ and (A, 57A) will 
mean the subspace A of X with the topology induced by 5". 

In [3] the author proved that if (X, 5") is a compact metric space, then the 
following holds: 

if 3~' 3 5", then C(X, 5") = C(X, T) iff C(X, T) a B(X) (I) 

In [5] the author analyses the conditions on the space (X, 3~) under which the 
condition (I) holds. She found the sufficient condition which in general is not 
necessary although in the class of linearly ordered topological spaces it is also 
necessary. On the other hand, she found the necessary condition which is not 
sufficient. She proved the following: 

Theorem (Nonas): Lef (X, 3') be a pseudocompact space in which any 
one-point set is of the type Gd, then (X, 3') fulfils (I). Ler (X, 3~) fulfil (I), then 
there are no subsets A, B of X, such that AuB = X, AnB = 0, A£3' and 
(A, :X|A), (B, T\B) are star-compact spaces. (See the definition below). 

In [4] the authors raised the question to find a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the compact space (X, 3~) to fulfil (I). 

In the present paper we shall give some characterizations of comletely regular 
spaces fulfilling (I). We give the necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of 
lattices and functions and some sufficient conditions (Theorem 5) which are really 
stronger than the above sufficient condition of Nonas because they include also the 
Example 3 of her paper. 

First, let us recall some definitions. 
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Definition: Let (X, ST) be a topological space. A c= X is called a zero-set if there 
is some f e C(ST) such that /_1(0) = A. (X, ST) is a T3\ space if the system of all its 
zero-sets forms a base for SF-closed sets. The topology is T\ if any one-point set is 
closed. It is completely regular if it is both T\ and T3\. The topology is star-compact 
if C(ST) = B(ST). It is pseudocompact if it is both completely regular and 
star-compact. 

The following characterization of pseudocompact spaces is well known [1] and 
we shall use it in the following. 

Theorem: Let (X, ST) be completely regular. Then it is pseudocompact iff for 

any sequence U\ =D U2ZD ... of non-empty SF-open sets there is f]c\TUt^0. 
j - i 

N o t a t i o n : Let SFczC(X). Let us denote by ST* the smallest topology on X 
such that all the functions in 5F are ^-cont inuous . This topology is necessarily T3\. 
We shall write STf instead of ST{f) for feC(X). The position of T3\ topologies is 
given by: 

Proposition: To any topology T on X there is a T3£ topology ST' such that 
C(ST) = C(ST'), ST' c= ST. This topology is exactly the STC^). Any two different T3\ 
topologies have different classes of continuous real functions. 

The lattice of topologies. The set of all topologies on the set X forms the lattice 
which is denoted by 2(X) . The lattice operations are given by: ST\ A ST2 = ST\nST2, 
Sf\ v ST2 is the topology with the base consisting of sets of the form U\C\ U2 where 
U\ e SF\, U2e ST2. Let P be a topological property. We say that the topology ST is 
F-maximal if ST has the property P and if ST' ^ ST, then ST' has not the property P. 

Now we may characterize the T3£ topologies fulfilling (I) by their position in 
2(X). 

Theorem 1 : Let (X, ST) be a T3\ topology. Then it fulfils (I) iff it is a maximal 
pseudocompact topology. 

Proof : The sufficiency: Let (X, ST) be maximal pseudocompact and ST' be 
a topology on X (not necessarily T3A) such that ST' =D ST. Now if C(ST') = C(SF), then 
C(ST')^B(ST) since ST is pseudocompact. On the other hand if C(SF')^C(ST), 
then Sfc{er') is T3\ topology and there holds SFC{T')^SF, and so STC(9-) is not 
pseudocompact. Since STC(er') is T\ and T3$ it may not be star-compact and so 
C(ST') = C(Sfc^)) <t B(X). Then (X, ST) fulfils (I). The necessity: Let ST be T3* on 
X fulfilling (I). Then ST is star-compact. Further ST is maximal T3\, star-compact, 
for if J"'is T32s star-compact and Sf'^Sf,\\\ex\ C(ST')^C(SF) but C(3T')c=B(X), 
which would be a contradiction to (I). Now it suffices to show that ST is a T\ 
topology to end the proof. This shows the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: Let ST be maximal T3±, star-compact topology. Then it is T\ and so 
maximal pseudocompact. 

Proof: Let ST be T3£, star-compact but not T\. Let x eX be such that {x} is 
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not :X-closed, and so the set A =cU{x} - {x} is non-empty. Since ST is T3±, {x} 
is not open because in T3£ spaces any open set is the union of cozero-sets 
(i.e. complements of zero-sets) and assuming {JC} to be a cozero-set we 
get its closedness. Now put y = X - { x } . Let a, be A and Ua, Ub be their 
:T-open neighbourhoods in X. Then UanUb is a non-empty 5"-open set and so 
UanUbnY=ttt and a and b have no disjoint neighbourhoods in ( y , ST,Y). 

Therefore any / e C ( y , ST,Y) is constant on A and it may be extended to 
feC(X, ST) by putting f(x) = f(a) for aeA. Thus (Y, ST,Y) is star-compact. 
Now put ST' = SrvSrg where g e C(X) and g(jc) = 0, g(y) = { l} . Then ST' is T3A, 
further ST',Y = Sf/Y, hence the space (X, ST') is the sum of two star-compact 
spaces ( y , ST'/Y) and ({JC}, STf

/{x}) and is star-compact too. Finitely we have 
ST'^ST and so Sf is not maximal T3£, star-compact. 

R e m a r k . Theorem 1 gives no internal characterization (only by topological 
concepts) of spaces fulfilling (I). It should be noted that the internal characteriza
tion of maximal star-compact spaces (called pseudocompact although they need 
not fulfil any separation axiom) is an unsolved problem [2]. 

Theorem 1 has an interesting consequence. Combining Theorem 1 with the 
results in [6] we get: 

Theorem 2: Any T3* space (X, ST) fulfilling (I) (especially any pseudocompact 
space with any one-point set of the type G&) has the following property: If 
h: (X, ST)-+(X, ST) is a continuous bijection, then h is a homeomorphism. 

Now let (X, ST) be a completely regular space. Let us consider the following 
partial quasi-order on the set D(ST) of all ^-discontinuous functions: For 

f,geD(ST) define f^g iff STvSrf(zSTvSTg. Call the subset A of the partially 
er 

quasi-ordered set (P, ^ ) down-cofinal if for any p eP there is some aeA such 
that a^p. 

It may be easily seen that if fe C(ST), g e D(Sf), then f+g^g,iifge D(ST), 
er 

then f - g^g and if h is a continuous real function of a real variable and 
er 

hog eD(Sf), then hog^g. This implies that if °U is any open covering of X, then 
er 

the set ®(°U) = {feD(Sr), / (X)cz (0 ,1 )} and there is some Ue°U such that 
f(X —U)= {0} is an example of a down-cofinal subset of the partially ordered set 

(D(n ^)-
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the fact that a smaller 

topology than a star-compact topology is star-compact too. 
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Theorem 3: Let (X, :T) be pseudocompact. Then (X, J) is maximal 

pseudocompact iff there is some down-cofinal subset & of (D(J), =") such that for 

any feF STv 3~f is not pseudocompact. 

The following lemma restrict the set of spaces which may be maximal 
pseudocompact. 

Lemma 2: Lef (X, ST) be maximal pseudocompact. Then it fulfils the following 
condition (C): For any x e X there is some sequence U\ ZD U2 =>... of non-empty 

J-open sets with f]c\^Ui = {x}. 
i-i 

Proof : Let (X, ST) be maximal pseudocompact and xeX. There is some 
unbounded f e C(X- {x}/X- {x}) for otherwise X would be the union of two 
disjoint pseudocompact subsets, which is impossible by the necessary condition of 
Nonas [5]. Put U„=(X- {x})- f x(-n, n). Then for each n e U„ is a non-empty 

.J-open set in X, so we have (~) cUUn£$. But this intersection is empty in X - {x}, 

and so {x} — f") c\srUn. 
n 1 

Now let us consider what it means that STvZTf is not pseudocompact for 
a pseudocompact ST which fulfils (C) and feD(ST)nB(X). Let us denote by A the 
closure of the subset A of the set of real numbers with the usual topology. 

Lemma 3: Lef (X, ST) be a pseudocompact space in which (C) holds and 
feD(ST)nB(X). Then 3~v3~f is not pseudocompact iff there is a decreasing 

sequence U\ZD U2 =D... of non-empty 3~-open sets with f]f(Ul)d:flf>\c\rUl). 

Proof : => We shall distinguish two cases. 
a) Let / be quasicontinuous, i.e. for any xeX and any e > 0 

jc6cW(int^/_1(/(jc)-e, f(x) + e)). Let A I - D A 2 =->... be a sequence of non-empty 

STvSTf-open sets with f]c\erverfAi = 0. We may suppose that A,-s are of the form 
i = \ 

A, = Vinf~1(at, bt) where V\ => V2 =>... are T-open and ai^a2= ... = b2 = bi are 
real numbers. Now we wish to make the sets A, smaller. Choose some sequence 
JC.GA, such that the sequence f(x\), f(x2), ... converges to some real number 

r ef^\(ai, b,). Let nx<n2<... be some sequence of natural numbers such that for 

any / there is 

and put 
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Since/is quasicontinuous for any ieU is a non-empty £/~-open set and L1, c A,. This 

implies that [ ) cWt/,^0 and f)chv^fUi = 0. Now suppose that there is some 
i = i , = i 

p ef)c\^rUi with f(p) = r. Let Npnf'^r-E, r + e) be an arbitrary J v :T,-neighb-
« i 

ourhood of p where Np is some ^-neighbourhood of p and e > 0 . Then 

Npnf~l(r-E, r + E)nUi£0 for any / and this implies that p e f l c k ^ u 7 , , which is 
i = l 

impossible. Thus 

{r}=nl(u~<£f(nc\^. 

b) Let / be not quasicontinuous and j t e X and e > 0 are such that 
x&c\((int.rf~l(f(x)-E,f(x) + E)). Let L/i=> U2zo ... be the sequence of :T-open sets 

with f)c\?-Ui = {x}. Then there is some sequence JCI, x2, ... of points with Jt, e LI, 
i = l 

and f(xi) £ (f(x) — E, f(x) + e). Let r be some accumulation point of the sequence 

f(x,),f(x2), .... Then ref)m) and rif(f)chu) = {f(x)}. 
i = i \ i = i / 

<= Choose some real r e f)f(Ui)-f(f)c\tUi\ and put V = 

[/ifi/_1 r - T , r + -r). Then for any / e V is a non-empty .Tv:X/-open set and 

(~)c\!~verfVi=0, so that SF\/3'f is not pseudocompact. 
, i 

Theorem 4: Let (X, .X) be pseudocompact and 2F some downcofinal subset of 

(D(ST), ^). Then (X, J) fulfils (I) iff it fulfils (C) and if for any f'e & there is 
* CO 

some sequence UI~D U2zo... of non-empty ST-open sets with f)f(Ui) <t 

/(nebi/,). 
Proof : It is immediate consequence of Theorem 1, Theorem 3 and Lemma 3. 
Although this theorem has not much practical application in general, it implies 

some sufficient conditions. We present here two of them. Recall that the regular 
closed set is the closure of some open set. 

Theorem 5: The pseudocompact space (X, 3~) fulfils (I) if any of the following 
two conditions holds: 

a) Lef A be an open subset of X and aecWA. Then there is a sequence 

A => l/i zo U2 =>... of non-empty ST-open sets with i(~)chU = {a}. 
i = l 
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b) Any point in X has some regular closed neighbourhood which is maximal 
pseudocompact. 

Proof: a) Let fe D(J)r^B(X) and A c=X, a eX are such that a ec\, A and 

f(a)t f(A). Then there is some g e D(J)nB(X) with g^f and g(a) = 2, g(A) = 
J 

(0) and g(X)c (0, 2) . It suffices to show that JvJq is not pseudocompact. If 
there is some q e (0, 2) for which a ecVOntTg"1^, q)), then there is some 

sequence \n\jy~l(0, q)z> U\ => l/2 =>... of /T-open sets with H c m = (-/), which 
. i 

implies f | ( / ( U ) <£ < y ( n c m ) = (#(«)} = (2} and JvJq is not pseudocompact 
« = i \ « = i / 

by Theorem 4. On the other hand, let there be for any q e (0, 2) some neighbour
hood Nq of a such that (int.*0-1(O, q))nNq = 0. Choose some l e A n J V , with 
[x}iJ. Then there is some sequence Nx — {x} => V ZD V2=)... of .7-open sets 

with n c^^V, = (x j . Since for any i there is g( V ) n ( l , 2) =£ 0, we have 
r = l 

n g ( ^ < ) ^ g( Hcl /VA = {g(x)} = {0} so that JvJq is not pseudocompact by 

Theorem 4. 

b) Let feD(J)nB(X), x be some point of discontinuity of / , cl^U be the 
regular closed neighbourhood of x which is maximal pseudocompact. Let V be 
some open neighbourhood of x with c l^Vc U and g e C(J) be such that g(x) = 1 
and g(X— V)= {0}. Now let us consider the space cl^U with the topology induced 
by JvJf.g. Since it is not pseudocompact there is some sequence V=> Ai => A 2 D 
... of sets open in this space and the intersection of their closures in this space is 
empty. But these sets are open also in (X, JvJfg) and the intersection of their 
closures is empty in the last space too. Thus (X, JvJf.g) is not pseudocompact 

and since / • g=f, applying Theorem 4, we get the maximal pseudocompactness of 

(X, ST). 
Question: Are the conditions of Theorem 5 also necessary for maximal 

pseudocompactness? Notice that the necessity of a) is equivalent to the necessity 
ofb). 

The following theorem gives the partial answer to this question. 

Theorem 6 : Lef (X, J) be maximal pseudocompact space, A <= X be open and 
aeclerA. Let further (X-{a}, JIX- {a}) be a normal space and there exists 
some B cz A with cl^B = B u {a}. Then there is some sequence A => Ui => 112 -=>... of 

non-empty J-open sets with f\c\^Ui = {a}. 
1 = 1 
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Proof: If aeA, then apply Lemma 2. Let a ec\?A -A, then the normality of 
(X-{a}, ST/X-{a}) implies the existence of some feC(X-{a}, 3'IX-{a}) 
with f(B) = 1 and f((X- {a})- A) = {0}. Extend/ to g:X->R defining g(a) = 0. 
Then a is the only point of discontinuity of g. Since STv 3~g is not pseudocompact, 

there is some sequence Vi => V2 =>... of non-empty :T-open sets with f] cWv̂ tf V, = 0 
i = l 

and for any « VnnA±0, since g is continuous on X —A. Put Ll„ = V„nA. Then 

n c l ^ = {a}. 
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О ПРОБЛЕМЕ СОХРАНЕНИЯ КЛАССА НЕПРЕРЫВНЫХ 
ВЕЩЕСТВЕННЫХ ФУНКЦИЙ 

ЕасИз^ МШк 5т. 

Р е з ю м е 

В этой работе автор занимается вполне регулярными пространствами (X, 3~) имеющими 
следующее свойство: Если 3~с ^"'-топологии на множестве X, то С(Х, 3~) = С(Х, 3~') тогда 
и только тогда, когда все функции из С(Х, ,Т') ограничены. Здесь С(Х, 3~) означает множество 
всех непрерывных функций на пространстве X, вГ). 

В работе показано, что это свойство эквивалентно максимальной псевдокомпактности этого 
пространства. Приводится необходимое и достаточное условие в терминах функций. Более того,. 
приводится несколько новых достаточных условий. 
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